This paper describes a Distributed File Server, implemented in Java Sockets, based on TCP protocol. The server responds file request of multiple formats like txt, doc, pdf, jpeg, mp3, mp4, flv etc to multiple clients at a time. The requested server first checks the requested file, with it. If file search is not successful then it turns toward other servers connected to it.
INTRODUCTION
TCP and UDP are two main networking protocols that can be employed in distributed applications. TCP guarantees that once a connection has been established between two parties, data sent from one side to another will be in proper order without any loss; this is because of acknowledgment and ordering of each data packet. While UDP does not guarantee this, because data is divided into data packets called datagram"s, whose delivery is not acknowledged, also at other end ordering of datagram"s is not performed [1] .
In this paper we proposed and implemented Distributed Server using TCP protocol, called MMSDFS (MultiClient MultiInstance Secured Distributed File Server). The proposed system is used to transfer multi format files from server to client including text, document and pdf files etc, and the data loss in which could not be tolerated. Integrity of data received in TCP protocol is achieved at a cost efficiency and performance.
RELATED WORK
Java Sockets, RMI (Remote Method Invocation) of Sun Microsystems or CORBA (Common Object Requests Broker Architecture) of OMG (Object Management Group), are well known used for distributed system development. RMI, one of the core Java APIs since version 1.1., is a way that Java programmers can write object-oriented programs in which objects on different computers can interact with each other. A client can call a remote object in a server, and the server can also be a client of other remote objects. CORBA is well suited for Distributed system working on different platforms with varying specifications and environment [2, 3] . But the implementation of RMI and CORBA are very complex and specialized task. Hence, Java Socket is better choice for easy implementation.
A P2P network is a network of computers or nodes where there is a concept of equality that is anyone could act like a client if required a data and the one who serves act like a server, it is different from traditional client/server architecture where only dedicated system could act like a server and requesting computers would acts like client to it. If one of the client have the data required by other client, in any case it could not serve him, this become a major drawback in traditional client/server architecture. Since all the nodes are equal in a P2P network, there is no requirement of dedicated server, as each node can act like both client/server and free to add or leave the network any time, without disturbing others peers.
The P2P network architecture is mainly grouped into two categories: centralized systems (Napster, BitTorrent etc.) and decentralized systems (Gnutella, FreeNet etc.) [4] .
It is found that P2P file sharing accounts for much more traffic than any other application on the Internet, since transport of data take place on Internet hence unsecure without encryption and vulnerable for Intruders attack [5] .
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF MMSDFS
Distributed client/server architecture, with single server connected to other servers listed in its connecting data file, by default it"s three. Each server along with maintaining list of clients, who can connect with it, maintains list of files present with its adjacent servers. This list of files got updated each time server in the neighborhood got startup. If the file requested by client is not present with the dedicated server then instead of connecting to all other servers in neighborhood, the dedicated server looks for file name in its file list. If file is not present with adjacent servers also then client will be responded with message "no". If file is founded with any of the adjacent server, the dedicated server sends file request to it and copy file on it, for future use and send copy of file to client [7, 8] . The waiting distributed servers looks like as in Figure 2 . The server connecting to other servers is handled by Java sockets [9] 
Figure 2. The Distributed Servers in Waiting State
The client is provided with the functionality of authenticating user input at its end, by checking the connecting server Ipaddress at specified port. The client filter is shown in Figure  3 . The client is dynamically connected to default server [9] , if required Ipaddress and port are not correct or does not exist. At a time client could connect to only one server, but fetch data from multiple servers, as shown in Figure 4 . Each intermediatory server will make a copy of requested data with it, as shown in Figure 5 . There is an additional functionality of requesting file efficiently, by categorizing the request on the basis of type of file required by user. This categorization is much more efficient for video files and support multiple video formats, the code for such categorized file transfer is given below 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The implemented server is tested on Systems with Intel(R) Pentium Processor(R) D CPU 2.80 GHz 2.79 GHz, 1.25 GB Ram, Windows 7 (32 bit) Operating System. The distributed servers composed of multiple files in multiple formats meant for sharing over network. Each server composed of dedicated folder which is shared between all servers. Each server is provided with permission of only reading a file from other server. The data files used for testing is mentioned in Table1. Figure  6 , 7, 8 and 9. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This article puts forward a kind of MultiClient MultiInstance Distributed Java Socket Server, design and implemented for limited number of users. The client/server system proposed is effectively deployed in our laboratory, with three distributed servers connecting with each other only at a time of file transfer. The system is tested for selected multimedia files, so Heap Memory utilization does not go beyond 4M but Server Utilization time decreases with increase in number of clients, due to type of request made by client and response is given by single server or multiple servers. Transfer of data is implemented for authenticated users identified by server administrator prior to connection with the server in personal network so system is well secured but static. The work is going on to increase server performance by distributing file request filtration at client level and increasing data security during transmission.
